Fusion imaging-guided radiofrequency ablation for hepatocellular carcinomas not visible on conventional ultrasound.
The objective of our study was to assess whether fusion imaging of conventional ultrasound and liver CT or MR images can improve the conspicuity of lesions and feasibility of percutaneous radiofrequency ablation (RFA) for the treatment of hepatocellular carcinomas (HCCs) not visible on ultrasound. Whether peritumoral anatomic landmarks can be used for the placement of an electrode in HCCs not visible on ultrasound even after image fusion was also evaluated. Planning ultrasound for percutaneous RFA was performed using conventional ultrasound first and then using fusion imaging later during the same session. The visibility of HCCs and feasibility of RFA on conventional ultrasound and on fusion imaging were assessed. We evaluated how many HCCs initially not visible on conventional ultrasound could be visualized and ablated after applying the fusion imaging technique. One hundred twenty HCCs not visible on conventional ultrasound in 96 patients were included. When fusion imaging was applied, 38 of the 120 (31.7%) HCCs that were initially not visible could be seen and RFA was feasible. Among the remaining 82 HCCs still not visible after image fusion, 26 (31.7%) were ablated under the guidance of fusion imaging the technique based on peritumoral anatomic landmarks. Overall, 64 of 120 (53.3%) HCCs (59.4%, 57 of 96 patients) not visible on conventional ultrasound could be ablated under the guidance of the fusion imaging technique. Fusion imaging can improve the conspicuity of HCCs and the feasibility of percutaneous RFA of HCCs not visible on conventional ultrasound. Peritumoral anatomic landmarks can be used for electrode placement in HCCs that are still not visible even after image fusion.